FOLIO: Interface Design Studio has created a group of supplementary assets that show our newest products in a variety of spaces representing every segment, as well as demonstrate both aspirational design capabilities or practical application in any space—all driven by our launch palettes. Also included is a color placement guide, which shows the position and percentage of hues of each product colorway—serving as a quick and helpful visual reference for customizing color.
GRANITE MOUNTAIN

Product Launch Palette - Steel & Green Lichen

PANTONE COLOR ACCENTS: 282 C, 2188 U, 424 C, 4180 U, 5757 C

- 1) FLOR You're So Vein: 107441 Cobalt/Silver
- 2) Natural Stones: A00103 Cool Impala Marble
- 3) Night Flight: 106476 Indigo
- 4) Brushed Lines: A01622 Deep Cobalt
- 5) Walk The Plank: 103948 Eucalyptus
- 6) Mountain Rock: 107329 Steel Peak
- 7) Bridge Creek: 107325 Steel Edge
- 8) Flat Rock: 107321 Steel Trail
- 9) Mantle Rock: 107286 Nickel Stone
- 10) Rock Springs: 107294 Nickel Gneiss
- 11) Nature's Course: 105863 Mica
- 12) Up At Dawn: 107166 Phosphorus
- 13) Painted Gesture: 105974 Urban
- 14) Brushed Lines: A01619 Eucalyptus
- 15) Cloud Cover: 105707 Meadow
- 16) Native Fabric: A00806 Twine
- 17) Panola Mountain: 107302 Green Lichen
Interface

FLOR PRODUCT: YOU'RE SO VEIN
COLOR: 10244-1 COBALT SILVER
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL

LVT PRODUCT: NATURAL STONE
COLOR: A00163 COOL IMPALA MARBLE
SIZE: 60cm
INSTALLED: MONOLITHIC
**Interface**

**PRODUCT**: MOUNTAIN ROCK  
**COLOR**: 107329 STEEL PEAK  
**SIZE**: 50cm  
**INSTALLED**: NON-DIRECTIONAL  

**PRODUCT**: FLAT ROCK  
**COLOR**: 107329 STEEL TRAIL  
**SIZE**: 50cm  
**INSTALLED**: NON-DIRECTIONAL  

**LVT PRODUCT**: BRUSHED LINES  
**COLOR**: A91022 DEEP COBALI  
**SIZE**: 230cm x 12m  
**INSTALLED**: ASHLAR
Interface

PRODUCT: NATURES COURSE
COLOR: 10563 MEGA
SIZE: 30cm x 30cm
INSTALLED: HERRINGBONE

PRODUCT: PANOLA MOUNTAIN
COLOR: 10564 BLUE LINCHEN
SIZE: 30cm x 30cm
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL
Interface

**PRODUCT** MANTLE ROCK
**COLOR** 107206 NICKEL STONE
**SIZE** 25cm x 1m
**INSTALLED** HERRINGBONE

**PRODUCT** ROCK SPRINGS
**COLOR** 107204 NICKEL CINERIA
**SIZE** 25cm x 1m
**INSTALLED** HERRINGBONE

**PRODUCT** PAINTED GESTURE
**COLOR** 105974 URBAN
**SIZE** 25cm x 1m
**INSTALLED** HERRINGBONE
Interface

PRODUCT: MILE ROCK
COLOR: 10035 FOSSIL MICA
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL
LVT PRODUCT: BRUSHED LINES
COLOR: A0169 EUCALYPTUS
SIZE: 35cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR
Interface

PRODUCT MOUNTAIN ROCK
COLOR 107329 STEEL PEAK
SIZE 100mm
INSTALLED NON DIRECTIONAL

PRODUCT BRIDGE CREEK
COLOR 107320 STEEL EDGE
SIZE 100mm
INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT FLAT ROCK
COLOR 107321 STEEL TRAIL
SIZE 50mm
INSTALLED NON DIRECTIONAL
Interface

PRODUCT: MOUNTAIN ROCK
COLOR: 107329 STEEL PEAK
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: NON-DIRECTIONAL

PRODUCT: MILE ROCK
COLOR: 107317 FLINT MICA
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: NON-DIRECTIONAL

PRODUCT: FLAT ROCK
COLOR: 107321 STEEL TRAIL
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: NON-DIRECTIONAL
Rock Springs

107290 Taupe Gneiss
107291 Charcoal Gneiss
107292 Lead Gneiss
107293 Iron Gneiss
107294 Nickel Gneiss
107295 Black Gneiss
107296 Grey Gneiss
107297 Slate Gneiss
Flat Rock

107318 Natural Trail

107319 Mineral Trail

107320 Onyx Trail

107321 Steel Trail
Mountain Rock

107326 Natural Peak

107327 Mineral Peak

107328 Onyx Peak

107329 Steel Peak
Mile Rock

107314 Brown Mica

107315 Fossil Mica

107316 Ink Mica

107317 Flint Mica
Panola Mountain

107298 Rust Lichen

107299 Blush Lichen

107300 Brown Lichen

107301 Yellow Lichen

107302 Green Lichen

107303 Meadow Lichen

107304 Blue Lichen

107305 Sage Lichen